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at the core of the game mechanics lies the concept of “strategy combat”: players have to optimize their armies by
using terrain, archers, catapults and siege engines to destroy enemy strongholds and weaken their opponent’s

defenses while they simultaneously manage their resources (food, water, oil, money) in order to make the most out
of their time in battle. the game includes 3d graphics and is designed to be play on pc. during play, the developers
will add new features and content. there will be online multiplayer functionality and missions with a heavy focus on

historical locations and units from the period of the game. the game currently includes 6 factions of varying size and
strategy, as well as dozens of structures to be built in your base and have any number of different effects on your
soldiers. development time is expected to be approximately one year (may be even longer), however, every week

we are working on new features and other important elements of gameplay. right now, we can tell you that in
development, we are working on the aspects of new troops like new archers, tanks and siege engines. and we will
implement new game mechanics like missions with a higher level of difficulty... historical units. a large variety of

historical units. each of them includes a lot of different customizations. for example, you can assign different types
of armour to your troops and mount them on different units... automata and ai. we want to create a challenging and

strategic game. the best strategy game engine is the one which guarantees an interesting combat where the
players can make the most out of the available units, all of them having different movement speeds, attack power

and defence. everything that is not in the players’ hands, the game will handle with ai. our goal is to create an ai as
smart and realistic as possible and interesting strategies for the players to try. the ai will be harder to beat the more

the player get experience and use. there will be various tactical options that will appear in the game, and ai will
have lots of decisions to make to avoid mistakes. we also plan to let the player decide on tactics and ai makes

player’s decision better and more unpredictable...
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sundered allows us to give you the opportunity to
explore and enjoy the series's trademark 3d characters

in a bigger and better format than ever before, with
new environments that are even more intricate than

previous games. monsters will try and kill you
whenever you get too close, and you'll have to find a
way to survive. the game will be released on june 2,

and we'd love to hear what you think, so please leave a
comment below. click the download button at the

bottom of the page and the launcher will be installed on
your system. afterwards, simply launch it and install it

to your pc. however, this is not a game download, but a
launcher so you can launch the game from your

computer. while we cannot say whether or not nexon
would have considered letting sunless sea or steam

take the bulk of the load in sales, failing to do so would
certainly be a deal breaker in getting a large team of
people to each work on updates and fixes, at least in

my experience. it would be somewhat surprising if this
happens, but there is precedent. i wouldnt recommend

it to get into unless you can see yourself stuck in a
chair for a long time. its a big overhaul for the series

but one that is perfectly balanced to the point where it
feels like the expansions and dlc were simply dropped
in. it retains the key things that made sunless sea so
engaging: being able to map out the galaxy, pick up

crafting materials in different places, join pirate fleets,
and build ships that can be crewed by the innocent, like

the boat that lets me travel the galaxy. with its new
darkest dungeon-like story, as well as new mechanics
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like a heavy resource called "elex" and a greater
emphasis on diversity and healing items, sundered

raises the bar for roguelikes. 5ec8ef588b
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